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MATHEMATICS
A science between theory and application

Thematic and philatelic challenges
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Thematic concept
1. Early geometry and arithmetic support cultural

evolution

2. First height is followed by a period of stagnation

3. Various fields of applications are driving forces in 
the 15th and 16th century

4. In the 17th and early 18th century mathematics
advances with the scientific revolution

5. Since about 1740 pure mathematics has developed
to a science of abstract structures …

6. … whereas applied mathematics has become an 
essential tool in a great variety of fields



Thematic concept
„a science between theory and application“

1. Early geometry and arithmetic support cultural evolution

2. First height is followed by a period of stagnation

3. Various fields of applications are driving forces in the
15th and 16th century

4. In the 17th and early 18th century mathematics advances
with the scientific revolution

5. Since about 1740 pure mathematics has developed to a 
science of abstract structures …

6. … whereas applied mathematics has become an 
essential tool in a great variety of fields

theory ↔ application



thematic challenges

story concept

surprising items

illustration of abstract mathematical principles

philatelic challenges

widest range of philatelic material

rare items

illustration of abstract mathematical principles
by philatelically important items



cultural development rare frankings

mixed franking with
„normal“ Mexican 10 C. 
stamp, domestic postage

franking with a pair of the
5 C. stamp: local postage

1.1 Man uses geometric
shapes and principles
naturally

The most natural geometric
principle: symmetry

Local issue
during the 1924 
Yucatan revolt: 
imperforate and 
perforated



cultural development rare frankings



cultural development US fancy cancellations from „both periods“

Babylonian diagram with a 
„proof“ of the Pythagorean
theorem

Fancy cancellations: 

classic period (1860s) and
of 1928 (when normal date-
stamps were not allowed to 
be used on the front of 
registered covers)

1.2 Man attains and applies
basic geometric knowledge

First application of a 
„theorem“



cultural development unique essay



cultural development corrected postage

Roman aditive system
represent numbers

Thematic and 
philatelic aim: 
taxations with „V“ and 
„X“ on early letters; 
possibilities:

- two items (one with
„V“, one with „X“)

- one item with a high 
postage of e.g. „XV“

- one item with
postage XI 
correcting VI



cultural development proofs of important stamps

1.3 Counting
leads to 
ingenious
numeral
systems

Representation
of numbers: 
additive
systems using
letters



abstract principles thematic and philatelic choice of the material

1.3 Counting leads to inge-
nious numeral systems

Babylonian positional
notation

First positional system, 
base 60 still used today to 
measure time and angles

protactor: meter-specimen

unusual franking: local
postcard 3 Pf + cash on 
delivery charge 10 Pf



cultural development sketch, proof, unissued stamps

1.4 Man quantifies
the phenomenon of 
time and creates
intelligent calendars

Cults of stars
accompany the
cycle of the season

hand-drawn sketch, 
1925, not issued

imperforate proof
mounted on card
with approval note

stamps in 1925 with-
drawn, issued in 
1961 with overprints
of new values



cultural development two sketches on one item

1.4 Man … and creates intelligent calendars Ancient Egyptian calendar



cultural development die proof of a revenue stamp

1.4 Man … and creates intelligent calendars Aztec calendar



abstract principles thematic and philatelic choice of the material



abstract principles exceptional franking, classic period



thematically surprising item classic US fancy cancellation



thematic use of the shape
of stamps and multiples

abstract principles
rare classic

items / frankings

2.1 …

Euclid‘s „Elements“: The
oldest extant axiomatic
deductive treatment of 
mathematics

Definitions of squares, 
rhomboids;

no definition of trapezia



2.3 …

Scholars of the Arab area
work on astronomy, 
geometry, trigonometry
and logic

Scientific evolution
thematic and philatelic
choice of the material

Astronomy, trigonometry
→ tangent
illustrative stamps and 
proof, postmark (with a 
justification of the
thematic reference)

very rare plate proof



scientific evolution varieties supporting the thematic development



scientific evolution interesting interpretation of PH-material

3.2 …

adoption of the
Gregorian calendar: 
in Greece not before
1923 

The letter paradoxically seems to have arrived earlier than it was sent: 
mailed unpaid at Triest, 11th Nov 1865; arrived at Syros 6th Nov 1865 
(Julian calendar) = 18th Nov 1865 (Gregorian calendar).

Fee: local fee Trieste 3 Kr
Austrian Lloyd        15 Kr → 18 Kr = 55 Lepta

Greek fee 20 Lepta → 75 Lepta



scientific evolution philatelic study, interpreted thematically

Pascal‘s theory of conic sections
French stamp (1962) demonstates both Pascal‘s scientific studies
and his theological work: artwork of the designer Roger Schardner

4.2 …



scientific evolution philatelic study, interpreted thematically

Artwork by the designer of 
the French stamp (1962). 
The proposed portrait, 
wrongly attributed to 
Pascal, depicts Louis-
Isaac Lemaistre de Sacy, 
a priest at the abbey Port 
Royal near Paris. This
portrait was wrongly used
for a Monaco issue, but
finally not for the French 
stamp. 



scientific evolution philatelic study, interpreted thematically

final drawing in the size
of the stamp, correct
portrait by Jean Domat.

final check by the French 
Government Printers: up 
to five printer‘s sepia 
inspection die proofs on 
thin card



scientific evolution philatelic study, interpreted thematically

choice of the proper 
colour by the French 
Government Printers: 
colour proof sheets

combination of two
different colours only in 
the lowest row



abstract principles study of French „proofs“

5.3 …

general classification of 
topological spaces

proofs from the
production process:

colour die proof
trial colour plate proof

(„presentation“ items:

imperforate stamps
artist‘s „die proof“)



scientific evolution complete philatelic study of stage die proofs

Stage die proofs, pro-
duced by the engraver
Prof. Lorbeer. After 
checking the Austrian
Government Printers 
returned them to the
engraver.

4.3 …



scientific evolution low philatelic, but high thematic importance

4.3 … postal elements (postmarks and registration-label) 
referring both to Pascal and Descartes on one item!



scientific evolution advertising stationery with mathematical problems

5.1 …

combinatorial
topology

Mathematical problems
on advertising postal
stationeries are very
uncommon! Sold at a 
price of 10 centimes
covering a postage fee
of 15 centimes.



abstract principles exceptional franking, unusual route



abstract principles prime twins: difficult to illustrate philatelically



abstract principles
letter accompanying

40 parcels

5.2 …

Firm construction of the
set of natural numbers

Natural numbers:
- reproduce counting

- start with the unit
„number one“

- are generated by adding
the unit gradually
→ the first 40 natural
numbers on a letter
accompanying 40 parcels, 
postage free, 1868 



5.2 … rational numbers

addition of rational numbers

abstract principles large multiple of a classic Hannover stamp



abstract principles; item demonstrating an important postal convention

4.3 …

abstract
algebraic

structures

commutative law
of addition: The
convention of 
1842 demands
the notation
18 / 6 for the two
parts of the fee
instead of 6 / 18:

6 + 18 = 18 + 6 
= 24



abstract principles interesting special cancellation, Italy, 1928

5.3 … set theory and axiomatic formalism

Congresses should be integrated into the story; 
no sub-chapter „congresses …“!

thematic development: themes of the Congress of Mathematics 1928



abstract principles multiple of a clasic stamp, Cape of Good Hope

5.3 … fractal geometry



technical development rare postage free letter

6.1 Logically structured
measures …

… miles …

letter free of postage, 
1725, „concerning
postal columns“ with
Zürner‘s seal „Land-
u. Graentz-
Commissarius“



reference to historical events rare postage free letter

6.1 Logically structured measures …
Reform of the units of measurement, 1790,                                            

a result of the political changes of the French Revolution          

letter free of postage of the Temporary Agency of Weights and Measures; 
the agency only worked between April 1795 and February 1796



reference to historical events cancellation only used on one day

6.1 
Logically
structured
measures
…

New 
Republican
Calendar, a 

mainly
decimal

calendar



scientific development precursor of a special postmark



scientific development rare franking and destination


